I. INTRODUCTION
Solar simulators have been used for past decades to produce laboratory measurements of single junction solar cells. The spectrum of these sources was not critical as long as the appropriate short circuit current, Isc, was produced by photons illuminating the cell. The solar cell current-voltage, I(V), curve was accurate, and cell performance could be measured and compared. However, to produce accurate I(V) curves for multi-junction solar cells, it becomes critical the correct current be produced on each junction, and a more solar-like spectrum is required.
A triple-source solar simulator was designed and built at NASA Glenn Research Center in 2002-2003 [1] . The simulator is based on a SpectroLab X25, with a dichroic mirror to reflect the visible light <700 nm to the solar cell test plane. Two separately powered banks of tungsten lamps provide the infrared portion of the spectrum, with one bank of 1/3 of the tungsten lamps filtered to produce 700-900 nm illumination. For a triple junction solar cell this arrangement is ideal, as there are three adjustments to control the illumination to the three junctions.
The simulator sources are set to the proper illuminations before testing using sub-cells which have a known calibrated short circuit current, Isc, at air mas zero, AM0. Preferably the sub-cells are the same manufacturer and type as the cells to be measured. In most cases the adjustment of the nearly independently illuminated top and bottom cell can be set up, then the middle cell set which is influenced by all three sources. This cycle is iterated until all junctions are at, or near, usually within 0.2% of Isc(AM0). This method is time consuming and occasionally difficult, so a new, more reliable method was explored.
The Newton-Raphson method [2] uses the derivative of a function to extrapolate to a solution. For non-linear behavior it can be repeated until the solution is sufficiently accurate. The present approach uses a three dimensional version of this method to converge on a solution where the sub-cells all are illuminated correctly.
II. METHOD
The goal of this method is to find the three vector elements ∆s, the change in source settings, that move the present short circuit current, i sc , measurements to i sc (AM0). For ∆i sc = i sc (AM0) -i sc , a derivative related matrix A -1 must be found where
This is accomplished by measuring the responses of i sc to individual source changes, i.e. if A x Δs = Δi sc (2) where A jk = ∆i j /∆s k . The matrix A found in this manner can be easily inverted to find A -1 in a spreadsheet operation. The units of the source vector, s, are not important. Since the responses, ∆i j are divided by the source change, ∆s k , the lamp current of the X25, and the voltages of the power supplies for the infrared lamp banks may be used. In fact we use the current change to a monitor cell in our measurement system to monitor the X25 lamp changes, but care has to be taken in this case to use only the changes due to the X25, because the other power supplies also cause the monitor cell current to change.
978-1-4673-0066-7/12/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE Four sets of measurements are made to determine the elements of A, a baseline, then three sets of modified source values. The source changes must be sufficient produce detectable changes on at least one of the sub-cells. Because the X25 source setting is difficult to return to its non-offset value its offset is the initial set of measurements made. The changed top source is measured first. The baseline follows, and then two sets of measurements with the IR sources varied are made. Then, to create the elements of A, the baseline measurements are subtracted from each of the changed source readings, and divided by the source change, A jk = ∆i j /∆s k . Table 1 gives an example of the data taken to form the matrix, A. It includes baseline values, planned source changes and the measured Isc values for the changes.
A has to be evaluated only once and does not have to be exact even though solar sub-cell currents cannot be strictly linear with source current and voltage changes. Normally in the Newton method the derivative is evaluated for each new value. Here the effort is reduced by not doing so. Solar subcell currents may not behave strictly linearly with the source changes. However, since the response functions are at monotonic, an increasing source gives an increasing signal. This estimate gives a hint for better values and gives guidance for improving the measurement. It gives a direction, and magnitude of the required change. As one gets close to the correct setting, the indicated adjustments may jump around and oscillate due to errors in A. Reducing the indicated corrections by half may compensate for this effect. If the A matrix is evaluated near the correct AM0 settings it should be valid for future use. As lamp behavior changes with age, A should continue to function as a sufficient estimate, but can be updated periodically to improve convergence to the optimal settings. Table II shows example of the matrix, A, and its inverse A -1 . Table III provides an example of the steps followed to reach the desired solar simulator settings. In this case it took three steps to converge to the calibrated currents to within a reasonable error.
III. CONCLUSIONS
A Newton-Raphson method of adjusting multi-source solar simulators to AM0 with calibrated sub-cells has been described. When starting near calibration, four to six iterations may produce good settings. A time saving aspect of the method is that the derivative related matrix A and its inverse A -1 do not have to be evaluated repeatedly throughout the setup process. If A is evaluated near a completed setup, it may also be used for future adjustments.
This approach to multi-source simulator may be easily extended to four or more sources desirable for the next generations of multi-junction solar cells.
